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       Oenococcus oeni is the organism of choice for promoting malolactic fermentation 1 

in wine. The population biology of O. oeni is poorly understood and remains unclear. 2 

For a better understanding of the mode of genetic variation within this species, we 3 

investigated by MLST, by using gyrB, pgm, ddl, recP and mleA genes, the genetic 4 

diversity and genetic relationships among 18 O. oeni strains isolated in a wide range of 5 

years from wines of United States, France, Germany, Spain, and Italy. These strains 6 

has been also characterized by ribotyping and RFLP analysis of the PCR-amplified 7 

16S-23S rDNA intergenic spacer region (ISR). Ribotyping grouped the strains into 8 

two groups; however, the RFLP analysis of ISR showed no differences in the strains 9 

analysed. In contrast, MLST in oenococci had a good discriminatory ability and we 10 

have found a higher genetic diversity. All sequence types were represented by a single 11 

strain, and all the strains could be distinguished from each other because they had 12 

unique combination of alleles. Strains assumed to be identical showed the same 13 

sequence type. Phylogenetic analyses indicated a panmictic population structure in O. 14 

oeni. Sequences were analysed for evidence of recombination by split decomposition 15 

analysis, and analysis of clustered polymorphisms. All results indicated that 16 

recombination plays a major role in creating the genetic heterogeneity of O. oeni. A 17 

low standardized index of association value indicated that the O. oeni genes analysed 18 

are close to linkage equilibrium. This study constitutes the first step for the 19 

development of a MLST method for O. oeni and the first example of the application of 20 

MLST to a non-pathogenic food production bacteria. 21 

 22 
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 Oenococcus oeni, formerly Leuconostoc oenos (7), is the species of lactic acid 1 

bacteria (LAB) most frequently associated with the malolactic fermentation (MLF) in wine. 2 

Malolactic fermentation, which occurs after alcoholic fermentation during wine-making, is 3 

induced by the growth of lactic acid bacteria. Normally, spontaneous malolactic 4 

fermentation takes place when lactic acid bacteria develop in wine after alcoholic 5 

fermentation. However, when fermentation by indigenous bacteria is relied upon, the 6 

fitness of the bacteria present to carry out MLF may be highly variable, and consequently 7 

the desirability of their winemaking properties is unpredictable. In order to exercise greater 8 

control over winemaking processess, common wine making practices therefore involve 9 

inoculation of wine with either commercially prepared strains or “in-house” winery strains 10 

of malolactic bacteria for a more accurate control of the process (4). Therefore, 11 

differentiation of O. oeni strains at the strain level becomes a major concern, since their 12 

adaptation to wine and influence on organoleptic quality are strain-specific (2). Moreover, 13 

manufacturers of malolactic starters need an accurate control of their products, and wine-14 

makers have to be able to recognize the inoculated strains during vinification. The need for 15 

positive identification of different isolates is also acknowledged by research workers in the 16 

field, since many strains from diverse origins are often exchanged between laboratories, 17 

and no reliable phenotypic method for certifying their identity is available (20). Because 18 

strains of O. oeni are not readily typed with phenotypic tests (20), the study of the genome 19 

structure can constitute a useful tool for the taxonomic characterization of strains and their 20 

typing. Therefore, unambiguous, discriminatory isolate characterization schemes are 21 

essential for population genetic and evolutionary studies. 22 

 The genus Oenococcus (7) contains a sole species, O. oeni, with a restricted 23 

ecological niche (wine and related habitats) and, although its dissimilarity to the genus 24 
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Leuconostoc is generally accepted, there is some controversy regarding both the evolution 1 

rate of the species and its diversity (6, 47). Despite the exhaustive phenetic and molecular 2 

studies that had been performed on O. oeni, little is known about its population genetics. 3 

Studies carried out using different molecular techniques such as chromosomal DNA-DNA 4 

hybridizations (7), 16S and 23S rRNA sequence analysis (39), 16S-23S rDNA ISR 5 

sequencing (30, 47), and also DNA fingerprinting (29, 44), PFGE (26), and RAPD (46) 6 

suggest that this species is homogeneous. However, metabolic/physiological criteria, as 7 

lactate dehydrogenases (17), carbohydrate fermentation (18), and cellular fatty acid patterns 8 

(42), have shown considerable diversity among strains of O. oeni. Therefore, O. oeni has 9 

been often referred to as a highly heterogeneous species, and splitting it into two species 10 

(38) or subspecies (41) has been proposed. 11 

 Multilocus sequence typing (MLST), a method that is based on partial nucleotide 12 

sequences of multiple housekeeping genes, has recently been shown to be a powerful 13 

technique for bacterial typing (11). Housekeeping genes are preferred because an analysis 14 

of mutations in such genes is more likely to properly reflect the phylogeny of strains. 15 

MLST uses variation that accumulates slowly, and which is expected to be selectively 16 

neutral, and achieves very high resolution by analysing multiple loci. The MLST method 17 

was introduced in 1998 and since then has been used for phylogenetic analysis of many 18 

bacterial pathogens such as Neisseria meningitidis (31), Streptococcus pneumoniae (10), 19 

Haemophilus influenzae (35), etc. MLST has led to a better understanding of the mode of 20 

genetic variation within a bacterial species. Since 1998, the MLST scheme has been applied 21 

to important bacterial pathogens including several foodborne human pathogens such as 22 

Campylobacter jejuni (8), Vibrio cholerae (14), and Bacillus cereus (23); however, until 23 
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now, MLST had not been applied to a non-pathogenic food production bacteria used in the 1 

food industry where precise methods for characterising isolates are required as well. 2 

 The present study was undertaken to evaluate the discriminatory power of MLST in 3 

O. oeni. The results of our analysis indicate that the O. oeni population exhibits high 4 

genetic diversity close to linkage equilibrium with a panmictic population structure. This 5 

study also constitutes the first step for the development of a MLST method for O. oeni. The 6 

sequence diversity of five genes, possible candidates to be included in a future MLST 7 

scheme, were analyzed. 8 

 9 

 10 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 11 

 12 

Strains and DNA preparation. In this study, we examined a total of 18 O. oeni 13 

isolates (Table 1), including reference strains provided by the Spanish Type Culture 14 

Collection (CECT) and strains belonging to the bacterial culture collection of the Instituto 15 

de Fermentaciones Industriales (BIFI), CSIC, Spain (36). Four additional O. oeni strains 16 

were isolated from commercial malolactic starters preparations provided by Lallemand Inc. 17 

(Montreal, Canada) and Christian Hansen A/S (Horsholm, Denmark). Strain 5001 was 18 

kindly provided by Dra. E. García-Moruno, from the Instituto Sperimentale per l´Enologia, 19 

ASTI, Italy. Strain O. oeni 51 was isolated from the same wine fermentation and showed an 20 

identical RAPD profile than O. oeni BIFI-21 (data not shown), therefore, we assumed that 21 

both strains are identical. To check the stability of the gene sequences, BIFI-21 was 22 

subcultured during aprox. 250 generations in culture media, and its DNA was extracted. 23 

Isolates were grown on medium for Leuconostoc oenos (MLO medium) (3) supplemented 24 
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with 10% tomato juice. Strains were incubated at 30 ºC in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. 1 

Chromosomal DNA was prepared as described previously (47). 2 

 3 

RFLP of the PCR-amplified 16S-23S rDNA intergenic spacer region (ISR). 4 

RFLP analysis of ISR was performed as described previously (47). Briefly, the O. oeni ISR 5 

PCR-specific reactions were perfomed using the primers 16S14f (5´-6 

CTTGTACACACCGCCCGTC) and 23S1R (5´-GGGTTTCCCCATTCGGAAATC) 7 

described by Zavaleta et al. (47). These primers amplified a 650 bp fragment in all the O. 8 

oeni strains tested. PCR reaction was performed with approximately 100 ng of total DNA 9 

in 0.2 ml microcentrifuge tubes in a total volume of 50 µl as described previously (47). The 10 

amplified 16S-23S ISRs from O. oeni strains were digested with the restriction enzymes 11 

DdeI, CfoI, NdeI and TaqI (Roche). The digested products were separated by 12 

electrophoresis in 4.5% MS-8 agarose gels (Hispanlab). 13 

 14 

Ribotyping. Chromosomal DNA was digested with HindIII and EcoRI (Roche), 15 

and the products were separated  by electrophoresis in 0.7% agarose gels in 1X TAE buffer. 16 

Digested DNA was transferred on to a positively charged nylon membranes (Roche) by the 17 

method of Southern. Probe 16S rDNA was obtained from O. oeni CECT 4100T by PCR 18 

using the eubacterial universal pair of primers 63f and 1387r (32). The 16S rDNA probe 19 

was digoxigenin-labelled and chemiluminescently detected by using the DIG High Prime 20 

DNA labelling and detection Starter Kit (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s 21 

instructions. 22 

 23 
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PCR amplification and DNA sequencing.  Since the genome sequence of O. oeni 1 

had not been published when this study was performed, we identified a number of 2 

candidate loci by searching the O. oeni genome database (http://genome.jgi-3 

psf.org/draft_microbes/oenoe/oenoe.home.html) with gene sequences from other bacteria. 4 

The following four loci were chosen for the sequence analysis scheme: gyrB (coding for β 5 

subunit of DNA gyrase and located on contig NZ_AABJ02000001.1), pgm (coding for 6 

phosphoglucomutase and located on contig NZ_AABJ02000004.1), ddl (coding for D-7 

Alanine-D-Alanine ligase, located on contig NZ_AABJ02000021.1) and recP (coding for 8 

transketolase and located on contig NZ_AABJ02000005.1). These genes were selected 9 

based on the criterion that they are presumptively widely separated on the chromosome. A 10 

gene (mleA) coding for the malolactic enzyme, an enzyme of technological interest in O. 11 

oeni, was also included in the study (Table 2). The mleA gene is located on contig 12 

NZ_AABJ02000005.1 but 85 kb apart from the recP gene in the O. oeni MCW 13 

chromosome. Primers were designed by using highly conserved DNA regions of these 14 

genes for O. oeni obtained from the GenBank database, with the exception of the mleA for 15 

which we used primers previously described by Divol et al. (9). 16 

PCR was performed to amplify gene fragments from chromosomal DNA of the O. 17 

oeni strains. Each 25-µl amplification reaction mixture contained 10 ng of template DNA, 18 

20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 200 µM of each dNTP, 1µM of 19 

each primer, and 1 U of AmpliTaq Gold™ DNA polymerase. The reaction was performed 20 

in a GeneAmp PCR System 2400 (Perkin Elmer) using the following cycling parameters: 21 

10 min of enzyme activation at 95 ºC followed by 30 cycles of 30 sec at 95 ºC, 1 min at 48 22 

ºC, and 1 min at 72 ºC. Amplified products were resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel. The 23 
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amplification products were purified on QIAquick spin Columns (Quiagen) for direct 1 

sequencing with the same PCR primers by the Sanger dideoxynucleotide chain termination 2 

method with the ABI Prism dRhodamine Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit 3 

(PE Biosystems, Warrington, England) in accordance with the manufacturer´s protocol,  by 4 

using an Abi Pris 377™ DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc).     5 

 6 

Phylogenetic analysis. For each locus, the sequences obtained for all isolates were 7 

compared, and the different sequences were assigned arbitrary allele numbers. For each 8 

isolate, the combination of alleles obtained at each loci defined its allelic profile (Table 1). 9 

Each isolate was therefore designated by five numbers, constituting an allelic profile or 10 

sequence type (ST). We refer to a unique combination of alleles as an ST. The STs were 11 

identified by arbitrary numbers assigned in order of description. 12 

 Sequence alignments and comparison were done with Bio Edit, version 4.8.10 13 

(http://jwbrown.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html) (21) and converted into MEGA and 14 

NEXUS files with START [Sequence Type Analysis and Recombinatorial Tests; 15 

(http://outbreak.ceid.ox.ac.uk/software.html)]. Phylogenetic trees were compiled with 16 

MEGA 2.1 (http://www.megasotfware.net) using the unweighted pair group method with 17 

arithmetic averages (UPGMA) (28).  18 

The method of split decomposition was used to assess the degree of tree-like 19 

structure present in the alleles found for each locus in the complete set of 18 isolates (24). 20 

The sequence alignments were converted to NEXUS files, and the split decomposition was 21 

performed with SPLITSTREE 2.0 (http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/splits/). 22 

Three types of statistical analysis were applied to the data: the index of association 23 

(IA), homoplasy test and Sawyer´s run test. Multilocus linkage disequilibrium was estimated 24 
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by measuring IA (34). The homoplasy test (33) and the Sawyer´s run test (40) were 1 

performed according to methods described previously with the START program. Using the 2 

START program, we also performed a test to detect selection in our population, the dN/dS 3 

ratio, which was calculated as described by Nei and Gojobori (37). 4 

 5 

Nucleotide sequence accession number. The sequences of all alleles have been 6 

deposited in the EMBL/GenBank databases, and the accession numbers are listed in Table 7 

2.    8 

RESULTS 9 

 10 

Characterization of O. oeni strains by ribotyping and RFLP analysis of ISR. 11 

The O. oeni strains recovered from a wide range of years and geographic locations were 12 

expected to be diverse. Therefore, PCR products of the 16S-23S rDNA ISR from all O. 13 

oeni strains were digested with endonucleases TaqI, CfoI, DdeI and NdeI. The 18 strains 14 

analyzed  showed identical RFLP patterns for each enzyme. The TaqI and CfoI RFLP 15 

patterns were coincident with those previously described by Zavaleta et al. (47) being 6 16 

bands (40, 75,  90, 100, 130 and 220 bp) and 3 bands (110, 230 and 330 bp), respectively. 17 

However, DdeI digestion originates a 3 bands RFLP pattern (75, 110 and 400 bp) and 18 

unexpectedly, the 16S-23S rDNA ISR PCR fragments remains uncut by NdeI. 19 

Ribopattern analysis with EcoRI or HindIII revealed three bands for all O. oeni 20 

strains. Two different groups of strains were found corresponding with groups defined 21 

previously by Zavaleta et al. (48). Ribotype A, showed bands of 1.6, 2.5 and 4 kb for EcoRI 22 

and 1, 5, and 12 kb for HindIII; and ribotype B, showed bands of 1.6, 2.5, and 8 kb for 23 
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EcoRI and 1, 5, and 6 kb for HindIII. Table 1 listed the assignment of ribotype group A or 1 

B to each O. oeni strain. Ribotyping pattern of the EcoRI digest are showed in Figure 1. 2 

 3 

Diversity of gene fragments. We sequenced nucleotide fragments of five genes for 4 

each of the 18 O. oeni isolates. Table 3 shows the fragment size for each locus used for this 5 

analysis. For all loci, the 18 sequences aligned without gaps or insertions. As shown in 6 

Table 3, all loci were polymorphic and the number of polymorphic nucleotide sites varied 7 

between 1 (mleA) and 36 (recP). The proportion of variable sites present in the alleles 8 

ranged from 0.3% in mleA locus to 6.6% in recP locus, being 1.7%, 2.2% and 2.5% for the 9 

pgm, dde and gyrB loci, respectively. Figure 2 shows the position of the polymorphic sites 10 

within sequenced fragments for all loci. Nucleotide substitutions occurring at the third base 11 

of a codon ranged from 64% in gyrB to 20% in ddl (Fig. 2). Phylogenetically informative 12 

sites (at least two bases present in two or more of the alleles) ranged from 57% in gyrB and 13 

pgm to 20% in ddl and are also showed in Fig. 2.  14 

 Each allele of the five genes analysed was numbered successively in an ascending 15 

manner. The number and type of sequence changes have not been taken into account for 16 

allele designation. The number of alleles was 8 for gyrB and recP, 10 for ddl, 12 for pgm 17 

and only 2 for mleA (Table 3). This wide range in the number of alleles (2 to 12) suggests 18 

that all loci were evolving at different rates. The number of strains possessing each allele is 19 

indicated in Fig. 2. In gyrB and ddl locus only one allele predominated, with the remainder 20 

observed in less than three strains. However, in the pgm, recP and mleA loci, two alleles 21 

appeared to be predominant.  22 

 Table 1 summarizes the allelic profiles of the O. oeni strains used in this study. 23 

Each unique combination of allele numbers represents one ST. All STs were represented by 24 
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a single strain. None strains had identical sequences for all five fragments and all the strains 1 

could be distinguished from each other because they had unique combinations of alleles. 2 

Isolates that had been shown to be closely related using highly discriminatory typing 3 

methods, such as O. oeni 51 and BIFI-21 that were isolated from the same wine 4 

fermentation and showed identical RAPD pattern, had identical sequences for all the gene 5 

fragments analyzed. Moreover, the stability of the gene sequences in O. oeni strains was 6 

checked by MLST analysis. This analysis confirmed that the gene sequences analysed 7 

remains unaltered during generations. 8 

  The allelic profiles and a UPGMA tree based on these allelic profiles are shown in 9 

Table 1 and Fig. 3, respectively. All STs differed in various loci, except ST-11 and ST-13 10 

that differs only in one loci. There were no significant clusters that correlated with the 11 

geographic origin of the strains. Concatenated gyrB, ddl, pgm, recP and mleA gene 12 

sequence fragments were analysed and graphically displayed with SPLITSTREE (Fig. 4). 13 

The relationship of O. oeni isolates based on this analysis is depicted as a star-like structure 14 

with rays of different lengths. This star phylogeny is also consistent with a recombinational 15 

population structure and with the observation that each strain carries its own allelic 16 

combination. Isolates O. oeni CECT 4028, CECT 4721, CECT 4725, CECT 4728 and 5001 17 

are more closely related than the other strains and their tree-branches are interconnected 18 

suggesting recombinatorial events between them. Consistent with the lineage assignment 19 

by BURST, this placed the predicted O. oeni founder strains (CECT 4725, Uvaferm 20 

ALPHA and Viniflora OENOS) at a central position of the split graph. The relationships 21 

among other members of the group were assessed by examining the number of nodes 22 

between two isolates. 23 
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The dN/dS ratio, where dN indicates the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per 1 

nonsynonymous site and dS indicates the number of synonymous substitutions per 2 

synonymous site, was calculated as a measure of the degree of selection in the population. 3 

Investigating the number of synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions may therefore 4 

provide information about the degree of selection operating on a population. The dN/dS ratio 5 

was calculated for all five loci and in gyrB and mleA it was <10% (Table 3). However, the 6 

dN/dS ratio of the recP (22.46%), pgm (43.94%) and ddl (62.01%) could indicate that it is 7 

not under selection as strong as in a typical housekeeping gene. In the mleA locus the only 8 

nucleotide substitution was synonymous and did not affect the amino acid composition.  9 

 10 

Comparative results of ribotyping and RFLP-ISR versus MLST. Only one 11 

RFLP-ISR type was identified among the 18 O. oeni strains analysed in our study, 12 

similarly, the same strains were included in only two ribotypes; however, the number of 13 

sequence type was larger (18 sequences types; Table 1). This observation suggests that the 14 

discriminatory ability of MLST is better than that observed by the use of ribotyping and 15 

RFLP analysis of ISR. A specific ribotype was not restricted to specific STs, and, as 16 

example, eleven STs contained isolates with the same ribotype B. These results show 17 

clearly that ribotype did not correlate with sequence type (Table 1). 18 

 19 

Evidence for recombination in O. oeni. Bacteria can differ widely in their 20 

population structure. While some of them have a clonal population structure, in which all 21 

sequence diversity has arisen from sequential accumulation of point mutations, in many 22 

other sequences diversity is greatly increased by intraspecies recombination. The sets of 23 

sequences were tested with the homoplasy test (33). The homoplasy test requires a 24 
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sufficient number of informative sites to yield interpretable results and if a locus has less 1 

than 10 informative sites the analysis will not be performed on it. In all our data sets, there 2 

was not sufficient sequence diversity to perform the homoplasy test.  3 

There were two possible examples of recombinatorial event in gyrB and recP genes 4 

from unknown sources. The mean divergence between allele 7 of recP (6.66%) is much 5 

higher than the mean diversity within the other recP alleles (0.37%), with exception of 6 

allele 3 (3.61%). Alleles 7 and 3 of recP seem to be originated from a different source. In 7 

gyrB, allele 3 showed a divergence of 6.42%, and alleles 2,4, and 5 showed a mean 8 

diversity of 4.28%. Therefore, in gyrB alleles 1, 6, 7, and 8 (mean diversity 1.28%) could 9 

be originated from a different source from alleles 3, 2, 4, and 5. 10 

Sawyer´s test revealed no detectable cases of intragenic recombination in the sample 11 

except in the case of the recP locus, in which there was evidence against the null 12 

hypothesis of no recombination (P = 0.04) (Table 4). This evidence disappeared when the 13 

MCF value (P = 1.00) was considered. 14 

 The complete sets of isolates were analyzed for linkage disequilibrium. The level of 15 

linkage disequilibrium between alleles was assessed using the IA (31). In our study, an IA of  16 

0.155 was obtained, this value was not significantly greater than the IA of zero expected for 17 

a population of linkage equilibrium, implying no departure from the null hypothesis of 18 

linkage equilibrium between alleles. To save a dependence of the number of loci, Hudson 19 

described another statistics, the standardized IS
A (22), that is a statistic that does not depend 20 

on the number of loci analyzed and is expected to be zero when alleles are in linkage 21 

equilibrium (free recombination). That means probably that the distribution of alleles 22 

occurs independently from each other. The IS
A value was 0.038 for the sample analysed in 23 

this study. This low IS
A value is indicative of extensive recombination. The IS

A value 24 
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calculated for O. oeni supports our estimation that the genes investigated are close to 1 

linkage equilibrium. 2 

 3 

Comparison between gene trees.  In order to further analyse the population 4 

structure of O. oeni, we used split decomposition analysis. The algorithm used in this 5 

software is able to display conflicting results in the phylogenetic descent of sequences. A 6 

tree-like structure is created when the descent is clonal, but an interconnecting network or a 7 

bush-like structure will appear when recombination plays a role in the evolutionary history 8 

of O. oeni genes. Figure 5 shows the split graphs for all alleles of the five fragments 9 

analysed. The structure of the split graphs varied substantially between the different loci. 10 

The splitstree graphs obtained with ddl, pgm and recP loci present a network-like structure. 11 

This indicates the presence of homoplasies, probably evolved by intragenic recombination. 12 

The split graphs of the other two loci showed no evidence of network-like evolution. The 13 

split graph of the gyrB gene display a star- or bush-like structure consisting of a single 14 

origin in the centre of the graph, from which single branches radiate. However, in gyrB an 15 

additional decentral edge was observed suggesting that the evolution of some of the gyrB 16 

genes have been initiated by a couple of parallel mutations, originating from one ancestor. 17 

The split graph of the mleA gene display a line, because only two alleles are analysed. The 18 

fit parameter was 100 for gyrB, ddl, recP and mleA, indicating that all phylogenetic 19 

information in the sequences could be visualized in the graphs. The fit parameter for pgm 20 

was lower (40.4) indicating that not all information could be integrated into the graph. The 21 

differences in structure between the split graphs obtained for the five loci can be explained 22 

by recombination, because recombination can lead to the assembly of genes with different 23 

evolutionary histories within one strain.  24 
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DISCUSSION 1 

 2 

 One of the main objetives of this study was to investigate global genomic similarity 3 

at the intraspecific level and to develop a sensitive method for strain identification in O. 4 

oeni. Therefore, we performed multilocus sequence analysis with five chromosomal genes. 5 

We determined the degree of allelic variation in these genes of O. oeni by using a sample of 6 

18 isolates originating in various countries. MLST typing schemes are based on sequences 7 

of multiple, usually seven, loci because the analysis of a single gene provides too little 8 

discrimination to be used for molecular typing. As a first step for developing a typing 9 

method, we analysed the sequence diversity of four housekeeping genes and the mleA gene 10 

in order to know if they are sufficient to have enough typing discrimination, since the 11 

number of loci can be increased to improve resolution but there will come a point when, for 12 

epidemiological purposes, little additional information is obtained for the cost and effort 13 

involved (43).  14 

The internal fragments of the five loci that were selected could be amplified from all 15 

strains that we examined. The amplified internal fragments were sequenced and from these 16 

sequences we were able to use fragments between 339 and 554 bp for analyses (Table 3). 17 

Only two alleles were found in the mleA locus (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 2). The lack of 18 

sequence diversity among the mleA locus results in less discriminatory power than the 19 

housekeeping loci. It was previously shown that the partial sequence of O. oeni ATCC 20 

23279T (CECT 4100) mleA gene was also exactly identical to the mleA gene sequence of O. 21 

oeni IOEB 8413. The authors postulated that the malolactic enzyme (MleA) appears to 22 

have an identical sequence at species level. They found that the percentage of changes in 23 
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sequences between O. oeni and other lactic acid bacteria was lower for mleA than for 16S 1 

rRNA (19). 2 

  The number of alleles per housekeeping locus ranged from eight to twelve (Table 3 

3). The four loci were highly polymorphic and all multilocus types were represented by a 4 

single strain. The percentage of variable sites (1.7 to 6.6%) in the housekeeping genes was 5 

comparable to that seen by Enright et al. (12) in their analysis of a related gram-positive 6 

bacteria, Streptococcus pyogenes. The percentage of variable sites was higher than that seen 7 

in group B streptococcus (1.2 to 2.5%) (25) and Vibrio cholerae (1.1 to 3.5%) (14), and 8 

considerably less than that of Campylobacter jejuni (9.2 to 21.7%) (8) or in the Bacillus 9 

cereus group (9 to 26%) (23).  10 

This percentage of variable sites observed in O. oeni indicates a considerably high 11 

degree of genetic diversity and it is not consistent with some data obtained by other 12 

experimental methods. The analysis of ribotyping and RAPD patterns has revealed a high 13 

level of genetic homogeneity in O. oeni (48). This homogeneity is consistent with the 14 

results of DNA-DNA hybridization (7), total soluble cell proteins (6), and 16S-23S ISR 15 

sequences (47). The RAPD profiles discerned two main groups of strains coincident with 16 

clusters obtained by macrorestriction typing in previous work (41). Ribotyping of the 18 O. 17 

oeni strains analysed in this study indicated that all strains are included in only two 18 

ribotypes, A and B, previously described by Zavaleta et al.(48). Zavaleta´s study (48) 19 

included 37 culture collection strains, 17 of which fell in group A (which includes CECT 20 

4100T) and 20 fell in group B (represented by CECT 4028 and CECT 4029). They 21 

concluded that the two well-defined and consistent groups of strains shown by all these 22 

methods are indicative of two distinct main patterns of DNA arrangement in the genome of 23 
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the species O. oeni. However, by using MLST we could not observe the two well-defined 1 

groups of strains previously described.  2 

Although more extensive studies are necessary to assess the population structure of 3 

O. oeni, the UPGMA tree based on the allelic profiles (Fig. 3), the split decomposition 4 

analysis of concatenated gene sequences (Fig. 4), and the value of the index of association 5 

(IA) were consistent with the conclusion that O. oeni represents a good example of 6 

panmictic structure. Panmictic populations (as found in Neisseria gonorrohoeae) may be so 7 

variable that identical strains are only found among isolates from direct contacts. Even 8 

panmictic populations can contain clonal groupings or geographical specialization (34). 9 

This was not the case in our study, but the number of isolates analysed here is low to reach 10 

a definitive conclusion. In previous studies based on RAPD, ribotyping, small-plasmid 11 

content and sequencing of RAPD markers, Zavaleta et al. (48) hypothesised that O. oeni 12 

follows a closely clonal mode of evolution, similar to the case of some pathogenic bacterial 13 

clones such as those of Vibrio cholerae. However, the analysis of the population structure 14 

of O. oeni presented here shows a substantial extent of recombination. In Porphyromonas 15 

gingivalis, Fransen et al. (16) and Koehler et al. (27) found IS
A values of 0.068 and 0.089 16 

respectively, and suggested a non-clonal population structure characterized by 17 

recombination. In our study we calculated a similar IS
A value (0.038) that confirms the 18 

importance of recombination in O. oeni. Moreover, the IS
A value calculated is similar to that 19 

reported for N. gonorrohoeae and therefore supports our estimation that the genes 20 

investigated in O. oeni are close to linkage equilibrium. 21 

Examination of the sequences of housekeeping genes can provide evidence for the 22 

significance of recombination, since the variation within these genes is likely to be 23 

selectively neutral. The homoplasy test (33) measures the importance of recombination 24 
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between members of a population. It is only valid when sequences differ by <5% of the 1 

nucleotides and requires a sufficient number of alleles and informative sites to yield 2 

interpretable results. In our case, all loci analyzed had insufficient number of alleles and 3 

informative sites to perform this analysis. 4 

 Sawyer´s test did not detect clear evidence of recombination in any of the loci 5 

analyzed (Table 4). In our analysis this test failed to detect recombination, in a similar way 6 

as described previously by Farfán et al. (14) in Vibrio cholerae. These authors suggests that 7 

the reason for this disagreement may reside in the definition of condensed fragments 8 

themselves, which are designed to detect gene conversion in which both source and target 9 

sequences are in the sample. From our data gyrB, pgm and recP showed a net structure in 10 

the split graph, suggesting the existence of recombination. 11 

Falusch et al (13) described that the panmictic structure in H. pylori may result from 12 

frequent recombination during mixed colonization by unrelated strains during chronic 13 

colonization of the gastric mucosa. Recombination between O. oeni strains might occur on 14 

the fermentation tanks, where several strains of O. oeni may exist simultaneously in a 15 

single fermentation and where a favourable environment for horizontal gene transfers could 16 

be created. Although it has been shown that O. oeni is able to receive foreign DNA by 17 

transformation in vitro (5) and by conjugation (45), there is no evidence for horizontal gene 18 

transfer in vivo. The existence of recombination is not unexpected, because the presence of 19 

plasmids (1, 47), bacteriophages, and insertion sequences (49) was previously shown in O. 20 

oeni. Zé-Zé et al. (49) reported that small differences observed in two O. oeni strains are 21 

apparently due to insertion/deletion events related to the presence de insertion sequences. 22 

Recombination can be detected in the aligned sequences by a number of means, the 23 

most simple method being the detection (either “by eye”) or through statistical procedures 24 
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of mosaic structure, where different regions of the gene appear to have different 1 

evolutionary histories. For example, most of a gene may be identical in sequence for two 2 

isolates of a species, whereas a 500-bp region in the middle may differ at 5% of nucleotide 3 

sites. Significant mosaic structure is indicative of recombinational exchange, usually among 4 

isolates of the same species, but occasionally also between closely related species (15). A 5 

point mutation will generate a single nucleotide difference, whereas a recombinatorial 6 

exchange is likely to introduce multiple nucleotide differences. Enright and Spratt (10) 7 

found in S. pneumoniae a possible example of an interspecific recombinatonial event in gdh 8 

as the mean divergence between an allele and the other pneumococcal alleles was 4.58%, 9 

which was much higher than the mean diversity within the other pneumococcal alleles 10 

(0.95%), and similar to the mean divergence between these alleles and that of S. mitis 11 

(5.16%). In our study, two possible examples of recombinatorial events from unknown 12 

sources were found. The mean divergence between allele 7 of recP (6.66%) is much higher 13 

than the mean diversity within the other recP alleles (0.37%), with exception of allele 3 14 

(3.61%) (Fig. 2). This divergence is higher than the divergence observed by Enright and 15 

Spratt (10) in a possible example of an interspecific recombinatorial event in the gdh gene 16 

between S. pneumoniae and S. mitis (5.16%). In O. oeni, the recP gene of strain 5001 17 

represents a possible example of recombinatorial event, but in this case, the possible source 18 

remains unkonwn. As far as we known, this is the first example of a possible 19 

recombinational event described in O. oeni. The extension of the analysis to a higher 20 

number of strains might offer information about the possible source of this allele.  21 

In summary, our data suggest strongly that the four housekeeping loci chosen were a 22 

suitable basis for an MLST typing scheme, as they could be amplified and sequenced from 23 

isolates obtained from a wide variety of sources, were unlinked on the O. oeni 24 
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chromosome, and exhibited sufficient diversity to provide a high degree of resolution. This 1 

study also demonstrates that MLST discriminates among O. oeni isolates effectively and 2 

generates data that can be applied to the investigation of the population structure and 3 

evolutionary mechanism in this important food organism. 4 

 5 

 6 
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Legends to Figures 1 

 2 

 3 

FIG. 1. Ribotyping patterns of EcoRI digest of chromosomal DNAs from O.oeni strains. 4 

Lanes: 1, CECT 4028; 2, CECT 4029; 3, CECT 4100; 4, CECT 4721; 5, CECT 4725; 6, 5 

CECT 4728; 7, CECT 4758; 8, BIFI-1; 9, BIFI-9; 10, BIFI-21; 11, BIFI-26; 12, BIFI-86; 6 

13, 5001; 14, Uvaferm ALPHA; 15, Uvaferm MLD; 16, Viniflora OENOS; 17, Viniflora 7 

CH35. The molecular sizes (in kilobases) of the labelled fragments are indicated on the left. 8 

 9 

FIG. 2. Polymorphic sites in each of the five gene fragments studied. Each of the sites 10 

where the sequence of one or more of the genes differs from a putative consensus sequence 11 

are shown (only sites that differ are shown; sites that are identical to those in the consensus 12 

sequence are indicated by periods). The number of strains possessing the allele are 13 

indicated in parentheses. Numbering of the polymorphic sites (vertical format) is from the 14 

first nucleotide position of the corresponding gene. Asterisks indicate informative 15 

polymorphic sites. 16 

 17 

FIG. 3. UPGMA dendogram showing the genetic relatedness of the 18 O. oeni strains 18 

examined in this study. The dendogram was constructed from a matrix of the pairwise 19 

distances between the allelic profiles of 18 O. oeni strains. 20 

 21 

FIG. 4. Split decomposition analysis based on the allelic profiles of the 18 O. oeni strains 22 

examined in this study. The numbering refers to strain numbers. 23 

 24 
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FIG. 5. Split decomposition analysis of alleles obtained from 18 O. oeni strains for five 1 

loci. All branch lengths are drawn to scale. The observation that in the ddl, pgm, and recP 2 

graphs several alleles in the sample are connected to each other by multiple pathways, 3 

forming an interconnected network, is suggestive of recombination. The numbering refers 4 

to allele numbers. 5 



Table 1 
 
Properties of O. oeni isolates analyzed and their allele profile at each locus  
 
    Allele no. Isolation 
Strain no.  Strain RTa STb gyrB ddl pgm recP mleA Country Year  

1 MCW (PSU-1)  NDc 1 1 1 1 1 1 California, USA 1958 
2 CECT 4028 (DSMZ 20255) B 2 2 1 2 2 1 Bordeaux, France 1961 
3 CECT 4029 (DSMZ 20257) B 3 3 2 2 2 1 CSIRO, Australia 1958 
4 CECT 4100T (ATCC 23279) B 4 4 1 3 2 1 Bordeaux, France 1961 
5 CECT 4721 (ATCC 23278) B 5 4 3 4 2 1 Merbein, Australia 1958 
6 CECT 4725 (ATCC 23277) B 6 4 1 2 3 1 Bordaeux, France 1961 
7 CECT 4728 (ML27) B 7 5 1 5 3 1 California, USA 1965 
8 CECT 4758 A 8 6 4 6 1 2 Valladolid, Spain 1995 
9 BIFI-1 A 9 6 5 7 2 1 Valladolid, Spain 1999 
10 BIFI-9 A 10 6 6 8 1 2 Logroño, Spain 1999 
11 BIFI-21 A 11 6 1 8 4 2 Madrid, Spain 2001 
12 BIFI-26 A 12 7 7 9 5 1 Valladolid, Spain 2001 
13 BIFI-86 A 13 6 1 8 6 2 Logroño, Spain 2003 
14 5001 A 14 8 8 8 7 1 Italy ND 
15 Uvaferm ALPHA A 15 6 9 2 2 1 Bordeaux, France ND 
16 Uvaferm MLD A 16 6 1 10 1 2 ND ND 
17 Viniflora OENOS A 17 6 1 11 8 2 ND 1993 
18 Viniflora CH35 A 18 6 10 12 5 2 Burgundy, France ND 

 
a RT, Ribotype, Ribotypes as defined by Zavaleta et al. (48) 
bST, Sequence Type 

c ND, no data available 
 
 
 
 



Table 2 
Primers used for MLST of O.oeni strains 
 
 
Protein Accessiona Gene Primers Sequence 5´→3´ 5´start 

positiona 
PCR product 
length (bp) 

Accession 
no 

β subunit of DNA gyrase  ZP_00069208 gyrB GYRB1 TGGGCTTCATGGTGTTGGC 375 947 AJ618989-AJ618996 
   GYRB2 CCCTCGACGATAAACAATTC 1322   
       
D-Alanine-D-alanine ligase ZP_00069716 ddl DDL1 CGATGTTAGCAAGCGTTCG 54 911 AJ618997-AJ619006 
   DDL2 TTCGTATTTCCCGGTAGTG 965   
       
Phosphoglucomutase ZP_00070472 pgm PGM1 CATCCGACTCCGGAATTGAC 370 826 AJ619007-AJ619018 
   PGM2 CCGTAGGATTCTTCAAAACC 1196   
       
Transketolase ZP_00069744 recP RECP1 GGCGATGGGGACTTAATGG 550 926 AJ619666-AJ619673 
   RECP2 CCCGTCTTCGCCGACAGC 1476   
       
Malolactic enzyme ZP_00069821 mleA OO1b GTGCCGCTTTTTTGGATATTA 332 430 AJ619674-AJ619675 
   OO2b AGCAATTTTATCTTTATAGCT 762   
 
a The protein accession number and the indication of the gene position refers to the uncompleted genome sequence of O. oeni MCW 
(formely, PSU-1) by the DOE Joint Genome Institute (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/draft_microbes/oenoe/oenoe.home.html). 
b The mleA primers have been described by Divol et al. (9). 
 
 
 



Table 3 
Sequence variation at five loci 
 
Gene Fragment size 

(bp) 
Mean G+C 
content (%) 

No. of 
alleles 

No. of polymorphic 
sitesa 

No. of nucleotide substitutions 
per nucleotide site 

dN/dS
b 

gyrB 554 40.5 8 14  (7) 0.0048 8.33 
ddl 444 36.8 10 10 (1) 0.0020 62.01 
pgm 402 40.4 12 7 (2) 0.0029 43.94 
recP 541 44.7 8 36 (18) 0.0066 22.46 
mleA 339 39.2 2 1 (0) 0.0011 0 
 
a Number of silent polymorphic sites in parentheses 
b Calculated by using the START program expressed as dN/dS ratio multiplied by 100 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 4 
Sawyer´s test analysis for evidence of intragenic recombinationa 
 
Locus SSCFb  (P) MCFc  (P)
gyrB 275  (0.61) 7  (1.00)
ddl 0  (1.00) 0  (1.00)
pgm 1  (1.00) 1 (1.00)
recP 5081  (0.04) 18  (1.00)
mleA 0  (1.00) 0 (1.00)

 
a The Sawyer´s test analysis were carried out by using the START program.  
    Results were obtained from 10,000 random resamplings. 
b SSCF, sum of the square of condensed fragments 
c MCF, maximum condensed fragment 



92 3 4 5 6 7 8 1410 11 12 131 15 16 17
kb

8 -

4 -
2.5 -

1.6 -



gyrB     56788888889999   ddl     1111223455  mleA   3 
     85633455990578        4447015603     6 
     86814668680153        2486915467     7 
consensus    CTACCGGTCGTTGG   consensus    GGATCGTAAT  consensus  C 
allele 1  (1)  TCG...A.......   allele 1  (9)  ..........  allele 1  (11) C 
allele 2  (1)  ...T.AAG....T.   allele 2  (1)  .C.......C  allele 2   (7) G 
allele 3  (1)  ...TAAAGACG.T.   allele 3  (1)  ...C......     * 
allele 4  (3)  ...TAAAG....T.   allele 4  (1)  .........C      
allele 5  (1)  ...TAAAG...GT.   allele 5  (1)  ..G....... 
allele 6  (9)  ..............   allele 6  (1)  ......A... 
allele 7  (1)  T.G...A.......   allele 7  (1)  A...GC...G 
allele 8  (1)  ......A......C   allele 8  (1)  ...C.....G 
         * ******    *   allele 9  (1)  .......CC. 
                   allele 10 (1)  ...C.....C 
               *     * 
                     
 
 
 
pgm     4557788   recP     000000000011111111111111111111111111 
     5377912        888899999900000000001111111113333333 
     8715166        789902778902233467891223345560014689 
consensus    AGTCGAT        324512354251323639718281732513417362 
allele 1  (1)  .A.....   consensus    GCGGACATCGTCGCGGGCAAAAAATCGCAGCCTATG 
allele 2  (4)  ..G....   allele 1  (4)  ....................................  
allele 3  (1)  ..G..C.   allele 2  (6)  ..............................T..... 
allele 4  (1)  C.G....   allele 3  (2)  ATA....C...GATAA.A.C......A........A 
allele 5  (1)  C.G..C.   allele 4  (1)  ....C.G...........C................. 
allele 6  (1)  .....C.   allele 5  (2)  .................................G.. 
allele 7  (1)  ..GA..G   allele 6  (1)  ...C................................ 
allele 8  (4)  .......   allele 7  (1)  .....T..TACGATAAA..CGGGGGTATGA.TC.C. 
allele 9  (1)  .A...T.   allele 8  (1)  .................................G.A 
allele 10 (1)  .....T.                   *****   *      *      * * 
allele 11 (1)  C......                   
allele 12 (1)  ....A.. 
     ***  *  
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